CSR TESTING-OUT FOR EXXONMOBIL
ExxonMobil has decided allowing contractors that meet a certain criteria to test out of the CSR
class. Here are the guidelines:
1. Any contractor worker that meets the criteria would be permitted to test out
2. Pre-requisites for contractor employees testing out:
a. Student must have taken and passed TRCSO, TRCSR or the TRCSRTO (CSR test
out course) once each calendar year within the previous 3 consecutive calendar
years (a calendar year is defined as a anytime between January 1 and December
31), and
b. Student would be able to take the TRCSRTO (CSR test out course) only for 2
consecutive years. The third year would need to take TRCSR or TRCSO course.
c. Do not allow TRCSRTO registration if TRCSO or TRCSR has been taken within
9 months.
3. Student cannot register for two of these courses at the same time - TRCSO, TRCSR and
TRCSRTO. Registration for CSO or CSR will trump registration for TRCSRTO.
4. The same 25 question TRCSR test will be used for TRCSRTO. Passing grade will be a
minimum of 92%. No retakes will be permitted.
5. If individual fails TRCSRTO (gets less than 92% score), the individual must take the
regular TRCSR or TRCSO course.
6. The course code for the “test out” course is TRCSRTO.
a. The course code would print on the back of the ID
b. This course would satisfy the requirement to take ExxonMobil site specific
c. This course would not meet the requirements to take any other site specific
training requiring successful completion of TRCSO/TRCSR
d. This course would be an option under the ExxonMobil curriculum. It is up to the
contractor to enroll the student in TRCSRTO or the TRCSO/TRCSR class.
e. It is not mandatory for a contractor to enroll its workers in this course
f. Don’t permit individual to register for TRCSRTO if the pre-requisites are not met
g. This course would be available 5 days per week from 7:30 am to 1:00 pm
h. The cost of the test-out course (TRCSRTO) would be the same as the TRCSR
class
i. Badge will print with yellow stripes on the front denoting no TRCSO/TRCSR
training
7. When the TRCSR class content or the test are revised, a decision would need to be made
by ExxonMobil on whether to allow workers to test out
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